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ICK LALLY,
no less
T
than the older ci tizens of Tiller,

NOVEMBER, 1921

THE

-10 CENTS

---then, with a gurg.ling
screech, let
the
pan
gasped
clatter to
the floor.
with consternatio n when
A "TICK LALLY" STORY
According to the story
he learned of the amazing
fu Two Parts
she wildly poured into
~
'51,
calamity that had befal~
By Edward Edson Lee
~
the attentive
ears of
len poor
Mrs. Begonia
her neighbors
a short
Jetson. As
laundress, the laughing face of his chum.
time later, something solid
hard-workin g
colored lady
"Golly Ned!
You scared passed down her esophagus.
had served
the community me," he said.
Only a few days before she
long and faithfully. · Tick
"What you hanging around had fished a frog from her
knew her well;and it pleased here for?" Bub
wanted to milk pan, so had no occasion
him to see the way in which know.
to doubt the identity of the
the sympathy of her neigh"Haven ' t you heard?"
thing that she had swalbors went out to her in her
"Heard what?" said Bub, lowed!
hour of distress. But it showing interest.
While Tick and Bub loiseemed that little could be
"Why, last night Mrs. Jet- tered in the yard a commodone to relieve her. The son accidentiy swallowed a tion of unusual character
poor old soul had swallowed frog."
developed within the cota frog!
''Haw! Haw!'' guffawed Bub tage.
Mrs. Lally, having
Since breakfast Tick had unbelieving ly.
been pressed into neighborly
loi tared in
the
colored
"It's a fact,'' insisted service shortly a.fter the
lady's front yard; and now, Tick firmly. Then he pointed accident occured, came huror- -the sixth
time that out the upturned milk pan on riedly onto the porch and
morning,_,g ingerly tiptoed to the cellar floor, explaining signaled to Tick.
_.. the open cellar window to how the colored lady, the
"Run quick and fetch . a
review the immediate scene previous evening, had de- doctor," she instructed.
of the catastrophe . While he scended to her basement with
"Shall I get Doctor Smith
crouched before the window, · a lamp in her hands to get a to come back, Ma?"
Tick
Bub Johnson, grinning from drink of milk. She kept the inquired.
ear to ear, swung over the milk in a shallow pan on the
"Doctor Smith's capsules
alley fence and came up from cool stone floor. Through an don't seem to do her a mite
behind. Inflating his cheeks open window came -a draft ·of good,'' said Mrs. Lally.
he went: "Booh!" and at the that fanned out the light. "He says her discomfort is
same instant grabbed Tick But Mrs. Jetson, from long all due to the imagination ,
under
the
arms.
Tick association , was thoroughly and insists that she swalstraightene d like a shot and familiar with her surround- lowed a rag or something.
whirled about with an invol- ings. In the dark she felt There's a new doctor rooming
untary cry. But his fright about for the
milk pan. with
Miss
Prouty, Tick.
faded on the instant Carefully raising - it to h9r Let's try him."
r-, that he looked into_ the lips she took a deep draught
Tick
recalled the
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new doctor very well. His interesting sign
had appeared on Miss Prouty's front porch
the previous week. A lankier man had never
been seen in the streets of Tiller. His
profuse red hair bushed out from the brim
of his felt hat. A pair of black-rimmed
spectacles with blue lenses crowned his big
nose, intensifying the unusualness of his
general appearence. It was conceded by the
more superstitious element throughout the
village that the new doctor was a man of
mystery.
Giving immediate attention to their errand, Tick and Bub rounded the corner of
Walnut Street at a dogtrot and came to an
abrupt pause before the green-shuttered,
rather-run-down home
of Miss Priscilla
Prouty.
Miss Prouty "took in" roomers and·
boarders, which explains how she came to be
sharing her home with the new doctor. He
even had enlisted the use of her parlor for
office purposes. Turning in at the gate,
Tick and Bub observed the sign tacked to a
porch column:
PROFESSOR AARON IPPLESNIPPER
Master of Human Minds
Let me treat your mind
the better to cure your
bodily ills.
Tick summoned Miss Prouty to the door by
vigorously
jiggling
the
old-fashioned
knocker. Recognizing him as a near neighbor
to the afflicted colored woman, the inquisitive lady immediately proceeded to "pump"
him to learn the cause of the catastrophe
and the resultant condition of the patient.
Tick responded ~o her questions as best he
could,hopeful that she would soon run down,
thus giving him an opportunity to state his
errand. She was still chattering when Professor Ipplesnipper stepped from his office
into the hallway. Both boys experienced a
peculiar sensation as the Master of Human
Minds approached with dignified tread. His
personality radiated mystery and suggested
intimacy with things of a distinctly supernatural nature.
"You came here to see me," he said
abruptly,his voice vibrating throughout the
stuffy hall. "Don't deny it, young man.
Your thoughts are an open book to me, and
evasion will profit you nothing."
"I---I ain't denying it," said Tick uneasily.
"Ah, ha! It is all clear to me now,"

said the Mind-Master, reaching into the air
as though he were picking apples of knowledge from an invisible tree. Tick and Bub
followed his movements with consternation.
"You have a neighbor who is ill---a colored
lady. That is why you are here,"
"Y-e-s, sir," Tick admitted.
Miss Prouty was plainly flurried. This
demonstration of the uncanny powers of her
mysterious boarder quite thrilled her. She
never paused to consider that the man, before stepping into sight from his office,
could have been listening to Tick's recital
of Mrs. Jetson's condition.
"Why, Mr. Ipplesnipper, how did you---"
The Mind-Master waved her aside with a
gesture of his lanky arm.
"Madam," said he dramatically,"to one who
has specialized, as I have,in an exhaustive
study of mental processesi all secrets of a
material nature are bared of concealment."
Then he disappeared into the street in
company with the boys, leaving the landlady
fidgeting nervously.
As the trio approached the home of the
afflicted colored woman, the Mind-Master
cunningly questioned Tick regarding the
details of the catastrophe. When he learned
that his professional brother,Doctor Smith,
had felt prompted to accept the situation
as a joke, and had insisted that the frog
was a creature of the old woman's imagination, he permitted a rare smile to flit
across his enigma-like face. Tick and Bub
failed to notice.
The advent of the Mind-Master into the
room where the distraught invalid sat pil~
lowed in a huge arm-chair was pompous in
the extreme. He re_moved his spectacles and
fixed upon the worthy soul a concentrated
stare of his mysterious eyes, thereby causing her a moment of keen anxiety. She even forgot about the troublesome frog and attempted to arise. The Mind-Master waved her
back into her chair. Then he exploded:
"It is very fortunate that you sent for
me, madam.''
"I---I is speculatin' as how dat am de
truf, doctah," quavered Mrs. Jetson with
protruding eyes.
"I am going to save you."
"Dat am pow'ful good news."
"I use no drugs of any kind."
"Yes, suh."
"Neither do I use operating instruments."
"Y-e-s, suh!"
"I cure through mental treatment, madam."
"Dat am a-all right, doctah.
I is
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'greeable. What you-all is a-wantin' fo'
me to do I is willin'."
"Your suffering is almost over."
"Praise de good Lawd!"
"To-night, if the full moon rises in the
east, I shall deliver you from your malady.''
The trustful old lady was in no mood to
be analytical. The moon could rise in the
north for all she cared if it would complete the magic charm. Superstitiou s in the
extreme, she openly associated moons with
wizardry and witchcraft. Truly she was in
the hands of a wonder worker!
"I can bring relief to you under two distinct methods of treatment, madam. Under
the more simple form the frog will remain
in your system, but I am glad to advise it
will not distress you. Ultimately it will
die. What the result will be in that case
I am unable to state at this time. The
charge will be--er--ten dollars."
"But I is a-hankerin' fo' to git de frog
outen mah system, doctah."
The Mind-Master nodded gravely.
"A complete removal of the frog offers a
more difficult problem. This form of treatment calls for a severe strain on my mental
powers, and the charge will, of necessity,
be considerabl e higher. I should say--er--"
"Is you-all willin' to do it fo' one hundred dollahs, doctah?" put in Mrs. Jetson,
fearful of the outcome should the wonder
worker begin to question her ability to
pay. "I is gotten some money sabed up in de
bank, an' if you-all done excavation dat
frog .I is pow'ful willin' to pay you what
you says."
_ -~'-~ was going to suggest one hundred dollars as the amount of my fee," was the
Mind-Maste r's reply. Then he bowed himself
out, with the information that be would return that evening and effect the "cure".
Upon his departure, excitement . reigned in
the little cottage. The women chattered in
unison. Mrs. Jetson called for an almanac;
and when she learned that there would be a
full moon that night her joy wa~ great indeed. But would it rise in the east? The
simple soul was hopeful!
Tick Lally had been an interested observer of what had taken place iri the cottage.
He was puzzled and b9wildered. Signaling
to Bub he stepped outside.
_
"Gee!" exploded Bub when they were alone.
"Do you think he really-truly means to
cure Mrs. Jetson?" inquired Tick thoughtfully. "It looks to me like a lot of foolishness, talking about moons and things."

''He had me scared stiff," a.dmi tted Bub.
"What were you scared of?"
·
"Oh, he seems so sort of mysterious. Maybe he can mesmerize people."
"Shucks! Do you know what I think, Bub?"
"What?"
"I think he's just putting on. Maybe he's
scheming to get Mrs. Jetson's money. There
ARE fake cure-all schemes, you know. You
see a lot about such things in the city
newspapers. "
"He can't get her money if he doesn't
cure her," Bub pointed out. "And if he does
cure her, he's earned it."
"All the same I'm going to keep an eye on
him," said Tick with determinatio n.
That afternoon between three and four
o'clock Tick and Bub trailed the MindMaster along a lonely country road to a
marsh some distance from town. Concealed
beneath the low-hanging
foliage of an
oak clump they lay on their stomachs and
watched him pick his way through the tall
marsh grass. His actions puzzled them.
He appeared to be searching for something.
What could it be? At length Tick gave a
gasp of understandin g.
"Gee-miny Christmas! Say, Bub, don't you
tumble? He's trying to catch a frog."
"What can be his idea walking 'way out
here to catch a frog?"
"I don't understand it, but I'm willing
to bet my air gun against a dead cat it has
something to do with Mrs. Jetson. Now I AM
suspicious, Bub. We've got to keep an eye
on him and see that he doesn't try to work
some crooked game and - flimflam her out of
her money. ''
"S-h-h!" cautioned Bub.
"He's coming
this way."
''He's headed back toward town," said
Tick. "We'll slip along in the brush and
keep him in sight."
"And then what?" Bub wanted to know.
''What we' 11 ·do depends on what happens,"
said Tick. "We' 11 be on our guard. He may
think he's pretty slick, but he won't be
slick enough to fool us."
"I feel just like something's going to
happen," said Bub as they trudged along.
"What do you mean?---som ething?"
"I can't explain it," said Bub. "I just
FEEL it inside -Of me."
Keeping out of sight in the thicket
bordering the road, the boys shadowed the
Mind-Master back to town. When they were
again i~ the vicinity of Miss Prouty's
home, Tick said:
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"I'd like to know for certain if it was a
frog he put in his pocket. Say, Bub, I dare
you to slip into his office to find out."
"And have him catch us feeling around in
his pocket? I guess not me!"
"I'm willing to run the risk," gritted
Tick.
They could see Miss Prouty seated on the
front porch with some sewing in her lap.
Presently sh9 laid this aside and tripped
over to the home of her next-door neighbor.
A moment later the Mind-Master came out of
the house and headed down the street.
"Look! He's got on another coat," cried
Tick excitedly. "I'll bet the coat with the
frog in the pocket is hanging in his office. Aw, come on, Bub--don't be a scardycalf! Let's slip in while the coast is
clear and investigate." Assuming the initiative, he cautiously tiptoed up the porch
steps. In a moment he and Bub were within
the stuffy hall. On the door to the right
was a card:
PROFESSOR AARON IPPLESNIPPER
Step in, Please.

E R S

In one corner a small black object came to
life and blinked at them. It was a toad.
When the boys inspected it at close range,
it swelled up resentfully.
"Let's catch him and put him in the pocket where the frog was," suggested Bub.
"The Mind-Master '11 never know the difference."
"Shucks! Anyone can tell the difference
between a toad and a frog," argued Tick.
"Guess it won't be any worse to put the
toad in the pocket than to leave the pocket
empty," persisted Bub.
"All right; let's do it," Tick consented.
A moment later they were back in the office and forthwith the toad found itself
imprisoned in the Mind-Master's coat pocket. This matter disposed of, Tick and Bub
were on the point of leaving when a sound
came from the hall. The front door closed
gently. There was no sound of footsteps,
but plainly someone was in the hall. Who
more likely than the Mind-Master? In an instant the frightened boys concealed themselves behind a screen that stood in one
corner. There was a small hole in the
screen, and through this hole Tick had a
good view of the man who tiptoed stealthily
into the room. It wasn't the Mind~Master.
Tick had never seen the man before. A scar
that disfigured his right cheek was partially concealed by a ragged growth of
whiskers. He was dressed shabily, having
in ev~ry respect the appearance of a tramp.
The closet door held the intruder's initial ·attention. With cat-like steps he
crossed the room and jerked the door open.
On discovering nothing behind the door but
a few garments, he gave an exclamation of
anger. A gust of air, coming through an
open window, caught up several papers from
a desk and scattered them about the room.
This drew the man's attention. He dropped
into the desk chair and feverishly searched
the drawers and pigeon-holes.
Tick was gripped with the mystery of the
thing. Who was this man? Of what was he in
search? And what would be likely to happen
if the Mind-Master came into the room and
caught him pilfering the desk?

''All right, we wi 11," said Tick grimly.
"Will what?" inquired Bub uneasily.
"Step inside, like the sign invites us
to," returned Tick.
"I always did believe
in signs." Suiting his words he cautiously
opened the door. There was a discomforting
stillness in the room. Bub gave a gasp,but
preserved a courageous front. He shared
Tick's feeling that they were on the verge
of an important discovery.
In a closet the boys found the coat that
the Mind-Master ha.d worn when he visited
the. marsh, and from one of the side pockets
Tick brought to light a small green frog.
He dangled it by one leg and stared at Bub.
The frog resented this treatment. Doubling
up,it gave a downward lunge,freeing itself.
Before either Tick or Bub could regain possession of it, it disappeared through the
iron crochet-work of a cold air register.
"Golly Ned!" gasped Tick.
"Now we HAVE
done it.''
"Maybe we can catch it if we go down cellar," suggested Bub. On going to the cellar
To ~e concluded in the December issue of
it became evident to them that the frog was
BOY PARTNERS.
imprisoned in one of the numerous tree-like
furnace pipes. There seemed no way of get- ·
ting at it without dismantling the furnace.
I
That, of course, was out of the question. I Oh, boy! You' l_l laugh when you read
I what happens to the toad. It's funny! I
Tick was almost in despair.
It was then that Bub gave a happy cry.
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from the club
house amid the
I A FOOTBALL STORY I I I cheers of the
The trees that
I
By
I I I hopeful Venard
shut
in
the
L---- JOHN D. ACKERMAN _ _ _ _ .J LJ rooters. After
football
park
a brief pracwere all crimson and gold, like the gay rib- tice period they were- summoned _for the kick
bons worn by the Stalwart rooters, now · off. Stalwart 1/{~m .the -· t 'os-s· ~and chose that
clustered noisily about the borders of the half. of the field where · the wind would be
gridiron, watching the Stalwart eleven in of much advantage. A shrill whistle sounded
practice f9rmation-;
And those same-- trees, and Venard kicked off.
so gorgequs in · their... splendid cloak of
The kick off, with the wind at its front,
crimson and . gold, also
showed beauty brought the ball to Stalwart's thirty-yard
splotches of yellow, like ripening corn line, where it nestled in th9 arms of a
silk,a.nd green, deep and dark and persever- Stalwart half-back, who carried the ball to
ing, as though defiant of the frosts that Venard's thirty-two yard line before he was
settled lower and sharper as Winter eager- downed.
Boyce, of the Stalwart tea_!ll, _then- ly marshaled her forces beyond the wanning punted,and the ball was takerr oack-to their
horizon of Autumn. ...
thirty-yard 1 fo·e. The fiery youths of both
The green that- still c~ung to -the t~ees ~ teams battled hard and neither sid~ scored
and the yellow that conjured up ~ind pie- the first and second quarters.
tures of nodding corn tassels, was reflecIn the third quarter the Stalwart eleven
ted in the pennants and streamers of the managed to put a drop kick between the bars
perseverini -Venard aggregation .
For six and the score stood 3-0 in Stalwart's faconsecutive seasons the Stalwarts had come vor. Venard tried line plunges and forward
into the Venard camp and departed with all passes, but _ the .Stalwarts ·· m~i_ntaine-d -- ca
the honors and all the satisfactio n that is strong front: ·
the portion of the vi_ctors. _. And each year -_ The openfntCof the fourth ·quarter found
the Venard ~oys bad Y~ught .harder and the t~e - score still _. 3-0 ➔ Venard was plainly
determiriat.i on. in: --their- ~·hearts . grew greater d~termined to overcome the three points of
and stron_i;r- ::- ~only, - in the -· end,to feel the Stalwart's score, and equally determined
humiliating .sting of consistent defeat.
were the Stalwarts to increase their score.
This year unusual interest centered in A series of desperate line plunges enabled
the final game between Stalwart and Venard, Venard to advance to .Stalwart's twenty-yard
to be ~layed
on
Venard's grounds. In line,where it was announced that there was
filling ~t,heir schedules with the neighbor- only three "minutes to . .play.
ing high schools, both Stalwart and Venatd __ Jhe Venard team __ tpok a - firmei grip and
had to their credit an equal number of resolved to push their way to the touchdown
games won. to-day- woul~ determine which line. Imagine their , surprise, therefore,
school should posa~ti . the county champion- wh~n their quarter-bac k called signals for
ship. Mindful of past performance s, the a kick that had not been used during the
Stalwart players we~e supremely confident. game.
.
The Venard eleven were ·grimly determined- -. "6-4-3-2~5" ~ignaled the quarter-bac k,
and hopeful.
and the ball was snapped back to his waitIn the club house the Venard coach gave ing arms. The left end ran down to the
his men final instruction s.
t~n-yard line whi~~ - the . back·-1e~ the pig"Fellows,! know· you've got the right kind skin .s.ai 1-.. frorfi . an outside kick. The tall
of determinatio n •,~ciwn inside of you. But dropped into · the arms of the end and he
don't let any_t_b Jng . -come···up to tempt you to scored as _the final whistle startled the
lose your head. K~eP, tp.e old brain clear. Stalwart team.
Get the signal~ · 'tight the first time. Let
Venard had won tbe championshi p by a .
the captain do the arguing. Remember, too, ' score of.6 to 3!
fellows, that a foo.tball player can a.lso be
Small wonder that the Venard aggregation
a gentleman. With the record we've piled up rent the air w~th their wildly-happ y cries.
this fall, and the hours and hours of prac- Victory is sweet, but no victory, on any
tice we have had, we stand to win. We MUST field of conquest, could equal this! And
win. That's all,fellows . Go out and do it!" the coach, misty-eyed and proud, ran out to
Eleven grim-faced determined boys emerged congratulat e the men of his training.
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task for me. In
one
and I I
I I the end it was
Another
Has
Lyre
Ima
eleven miles west I I
I I somewhat of a
of Sumner is a I I
I I chore for me to
Adventure - depression in the I I
I I count the wolves
ground known as I I I
killed
in this
I
AND FLEMON SELLERS C* IS THE
perway, but
I
Skull Valley. I I I I
GUILTY PARTY WHO TELLS
us ALL ABOUT IT. ___ .J L.J sisted, liking to
was made to un- L.J L--numerical
keep
derstand, by cerare
records
tain cautious friends who underestimate my records of such things. Such
courage, that many people had lost their very useful in giving truthfulness and sinlives there, due to the great wolf packs cerity to a recount of my adventures. It
Tradition would be most embarrassing to me to have
country.
the
that infested
pictured a trail of human skulls,from which any doubt enter the mind of the reader as
the valley derived its rather gruesome to the truthfulness of my stories. So always I try to obtain accurate records. In
name. These stories, you can imagine, did
not disturb or unnerv9 me; in fact,the very this particular case I found that with an
evident dangers and hardships of the valley even hundred shots I had dispatched five
hundred and seventeen wolves and crippled
rather appealed to me.
Shortly before Thanksgivi ng Day I started seven. It is unfortunate that I had to
on a prospecting trip. Knowing of my love sneeze on the very last shot, otherwise the
for adventure and, if I may say so without seven would not have escaped me.
Upon returni~g to the cave I was a bit
seeming to brag,my rare sagacity in mcments
of great peril, you will understand why I dismayed to find that it was occupied by a
headed in the direction of Skull Valley. I pack of ferocious wolves. They seemed to
figured that when I was not prospecting I be famished and were eating everything in
could derive considerable sport from ex- sight. Even as I stood there taking in the
terminating the wolves and thereby relieve scene, one of the wolves ate a stick of
the monotony of being alone in the snow- dynamite. Here was an unusual opportunity!
It is in such moments that my brain funcbound valley.
I
keenness.
super-normal
with
I arrived at my destination on Thanks- tions
giving Day and with my usual foresight brought my gun to my shoulder, took careful
cave for my aim---but waited. Soon, as I had anticiappropriated a convenient
In
shelter. Having lived a great deal in the pated, the wolves bunched together.
having
trigger,
the
pulled
I
instant
open, I soon had everything comfortable and that
homelike, even to my folding bath tub and focused my aim an the one that ate the
fireless cooker. The dynamite I had brought dynamite. There · was a deafening explosion.
along for blasting purposes I stored in a The air was filled with rocks, dirt and
fragments of wolf flesh. When the dust
dry corner of the cave.
cleared away I gazed upon countless nuggets
throughAfter prospecting unsuccessfully
out the valley for a month, I decided I was of shining gold. Imagine my gre·at happi wasting my time and determined t _o extermin- ness! The explosion had succeeded where my
ate the wolves and return to civilization. pick had failed.
On the instant a great seriousness stole
It was my intention, as usual, to employ a
rather ingenius method in carrying out my over me. Ttuly this was a supreme example
First, I killed a wolf and of the protection afforded the worthy by an
purpose. .
dragged its bleeding carcass over the snow . all-wise Providence. How ·much more I would
Then,gun in hand, I concealed myself behind enjoy this reward, having earned it by my
As the wolves, attracted by the valor, fortitude and daring.
a tree.
But I would have it known that the wealth
blood, came past me, their noses close to
the trail, trotting five and six abreast, I that came to me from the Skull Valley mine
T~e bullet was spent to no selfish ends. At great exshot at the one nearest to me.
went through its neck,killing it instantly, pense I sought out the widows and orphans
entered the neck of the next one, then of the unfortunate men whose skulls I found
passed on to the third one, and so on. in the valley, and my weal t,h I divided with
This plan,of course, required unusual skill them to the last dollar. It is always
in handling the gun. Marksmanship, though, pleasing to me to render such service to
quite beyond the average adventurer, is no humanity. ·
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Prints · all the news all the time.
BY
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EDWARD D. SWEANEY, DAVENPORT, NEBRASKA.
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BIG -PICNIC

BIG SHOW

There was a big picnic at
Next Thursday
~fternoon
Frog Hollow last Thursday.
Pit Allen and Heavy Gardner
The main athletic event will give a wonderful wild
was a ball game between the west show. Tickets on sale
Frog Hollow Sluggers and the by Cap Miller. Price is 20
Melon Patch Pinch Hitters. (twenty) pins or 1 (one)
The game was called at the cent, including war tax.
end of the sixth inning on
It is expected tbat severaccount of Ben Berkey hit- al of the fellows will bring
ting a foul ball and break- their girls so
come and
---ing the bat. The game would watch them. (Adv.)
have had to be called, any. way, as the ball got lost.
The Sluggers were ahead 59
to 40.
This week our editorial is
The results of the minor about Flies and Higher Edusports were as follows:
cation. And as we are kind
Three-legge d
race,
no of hot under the collar over
entries.
a condition in our little
Egg
race.
Everybody community that is no credit
dropped their eggs so it was to the management of our
undecided.
public school, it may be that
we will give those subscribers a jab, who claim an interest and responsibil ity in
Last
Wednesday
night the
management
of
our
someone made a ·- raid on Russ school.
Edberg ) s mellon patch and
But we are not going to
· -got away with
two large keep . silent on this matt~r,
· · mellons.
even though _ the members of
Russ heard them and sicked the school board are subhis Swiss Cheesehound after scribers to our paper, and
u' them. The hounq came back two of them have paid a year
with a piece of blue overall in advance.
We stand for
c·1oth.
freedom of the press; and
It is thought that the when we see a condition in
culprits will be caught ~s our community that is not
Russ is looking for a pair right, we're · going to speak
of overalls with a chunk bit right obt, like we did the
from them.
time the jail needed whitewashing, which was finally
I will now mow your lawn done when we helped elect
for 45¢ instead of 50¢ as I Ham Bittle · into ·the county
have been doing.
Frank sheriff's office. We told
Howells. (Adv.)
Ham we would pull for him if
he would attend to that job
A large black barn cat for of white-washi ng in case he
sale. Good as new.
Earl was elected, which he was.
Miller. (Adv.)
And now we are going to
speak right out again, about
Advertise in the "News."
this thing of not having
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screens on the windows of
our
puqlic
school.
It
isn't right.
It is a disgraceful condition and one
to be ashamed of.
We are
ashamed of it and intend to
use the voice of the press
to see that screens are put
up, just like we took the
stand of a loyal, patriotic
citizen and got the jail
white-washe d.
We send our children to
school to study and learn
things that will tend to
make them useful citizens;
and how in Sam Hill can any
boy with pep keep his mind
on his geography with a blus
bottle fly dancing a jig on
the back of his neck?
This thing
of
letting
flies interfere
with our
educational scheme is a.ll
wrong and must be stopped.
If it isn't stopped we may
have cause to look back ten
years from now and admit
that our
erring son and
daughter would have gotten
the loftier side of life in
· their impressiona ble age if
we had seen to it that they
were given a chance to study
without
earring
a
flyswatter.

·PERSONALS
Notice how Charley Hicks
opens his
mouth when he
laughs these days.
Yes,
Charley, we ail know about
that new gold crown.
Willie Shuler
sold his
ticket to Allen & Gardner's
big wild west show for 19
pins. He says he isn't going
because _ Mary Wilson
wouldn't go with him.
Advertise in the "News."
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------------------THE BUSINESS OF WRITING

room?" said Harry.
us concede
ET
"Oh, yes. Anyway,
that you want
over to the
she's
stories;
to write
neighbor's.''
STORY
THE
STARTING
Four:
Article
that you feel the
write; ______ _
"urge" to
And so the story
By The Editor
carries aJong. The
and have determined
what you will write about. The thing now boys go to William's room, plan their . proposed camping trip in detail, gain the
is to start.
consent of their parents,and early the folto
easy
is
it
s~ory
short
a
In starting
lowing morning they are on their way. We
introducin
tell too much. We get "wordy"
ing our characters and in ''placing" our have taken a good many paragraphs to tell
story. This is a thing to guard against. this; and if we could look into the mind
It is better, I sometimes feel, to tell too of the reader we'd find a big question
little, and let our reader do a bit of sur- mark. He's hoping that the story will begin
mising, than to t9ll too much and cause him shortly. He feels as though he hasn't been
to wonder if there really is a story told much so far, though it is a fact we
pending.· Descriptions and character intro- have told him things just about as they
ductions, no matter . how clev_e rly-worded_, do happened. The trouble is we have NOT given
We have been
him a dramatic picture.
not make ·a story.
, · · Many accepted• writers feel it is highly commonplace. Life is made up of the comimportant to weave intense interest and ac- monplace and dramatic. In our fiction we
tion into the opening paragraphs. The the- s·e ek to avoid the commonplace and strive
ory is that the reader picks his stories, for the dramatic. For a dog to die of old
reading only . those that appeal to him. If a age is commonplace. For a dog to pine to
story seems dry, he skips it, seeking some- death on his master's grave is dramatic.
It is great sport to get into the haunts
thing · more -to his fancy---usually something
nature, away from street cars and paveof
interest.
and
action
and
life
with
We like to roam the hills with a
ments.
your
make
to
plan
good
a
· So it would seem
rod. On a camping ~rip we
fishing
or
gun
door
the
open
initial paragraphs actually
to the limit. But when it
ourselves
to your mystery or -plot. If you are writing enjoy
a short story of three boys camping in the comes to TELLING about such a trip, the remountains, where they encounter unusual cital isn't exciting · to the other fellow.
aqventure, do not start the story after Our tale lacks the dramatic aspect. There
is fun, too, in planning a camping trip--in
this fashion:
together the "eats" and blankets
gathering
Y
R
O
T
S·
O-- U R.
tackle and tents. But when we
fishing
_William Green, a boy of sixteen summers, and
with blue eyes and brown h~ir,turned to his string this along through the introduction
companions, Harry Black . and Charley White, of our story, the result usually is tiresome. The reader isn't willing to admit
· and said:
that he's green ·and· has no knowledge of
fellows."
scheme,
dandy
a
have
"I
essentials. He knows campers tak~
camping
Harry,
· ''What is your scheme?" inquired
and bedding and tents and whatfood
along
who, like William, was sixteen. Unlike his
why the author brings in
wonders
He
companion, though, .his hair was jet black, · not.
.all 'these unnecessary details.
as was also his eyes.
So we will consider that the reader is
"Let us go camping," said William.
of grasping certain features of our
capable
sha1·1
"Where
Harry,
agreed
_
well,"
"Very
we do not put into print, and we
that
story
· -we go?"
the story with action and plot.
start
will
in
we start?". put
"And when . shall
·to avoid commonplace thoughts.
seek
Charley, who was seventeen, and fond of We will
Our campers have been in the mountains for
outdoor sports.
"Let us go into the Moon Mountains; and several days. Naturally they have been
said hunting and fishing and having a high old
let us start to-morrow morning,"
time. They were fortunate in finding a
William.
deserted log cabin, so have had little need
"Can we get ready by that __time?"
"I'm sure we .can," said William. ''Suppose for the tents they brought a_long. In order
we . go· -to my - room and . make a 1i st of the to tell our story we must "place" all these
things in the mind of the reader. Suppose
things we' 11 need." .
"Will your mother let us ·go up to your we start something after this manner:
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There was wonderment and a bit of anxiety
in the minds of Bill Green and his camping
companions, Hal Black and Chuck White, as
they regarded the rudely-scrawled note that
Bill held in his hand. To their backs, as
they stood before the little log cabin they
had appropriated for shelter, the morning
sun lifted its red orb above the eastern
mountain peaks, and beneath the pine trees
in the quiet valley where they had established their camp, there were gray, misty
shadows, lingering traces of the vanishing
night. On the instant it seemed to the boys
that these shadows took on an ominous aspect and sheltered mystery and uncertainty.
This feeling was caused by the note that
Bill now read aloud:
"If you kids ain't wantin' to git
plugged with lea~, you tetter git
out of these mountains an' git
quick,"
Bill explained to his companions:
"I found it tacked to the cabin door when
I came out this morning. It was placed
there some' time during the night."
Hal and Chuck were plainlr dazed by this
turn of events. For the past week they had
roamed the nearby hills with entire unconcern, feeling that they were alone in this
friendly stretch of mountain wilderness.
Now it was plain that they had neighbors of
whom they knew nothing; and that these
neighbors were hostile, was evidenced by
the note.
"I can't understand it," said Hal slowly.
"We haven't been trespassing that I know
of. What harm are we doing here?"
"Maybe who ever owns this old,tumble-down
cabin doesn't want us using it," offered
Chuck.
And so we go on with our story. We have
introduced our leading characters; we have
"placed" them; and, an important point, we
have introduced our mystery or plot. The
reader does not feel cheated in not knowing
how old the boys are and how they got into
the mountains and what they look like and
what they brought along. We have shaped the
conversation to suggest boys of good judgment, and the reader automatically pictures
them ·as being anywhere from sixteen to
twenty.
The reader is thinking mostly of the mystery. In his imagination he is one of the
camping party. He sees the valley with its
early-morning shadows, the red sun coming
into the eastern sky above the mountain
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peaks, the three boys standing before the
old log cabin, the note in their hands.
He is wholly in sympathy with them, because
they are in an environment that has a general appeal. He want.s them ·to "come out
on top," He doesn't know who tacked the
note. to the door, or why, or what is going
to happen ·, but he ·wANTS to know. Adventure
is crowding in, and that creat es sus pe nse.
The unknown force opposing the boys seems
grim and hazardous. The campers wi ll f i nd
themselves in danger ,if they remain in th9
valley---and the reader knows they WILL
remain, because they are courageous boys;
and having done no wrong they are not going
to leave without being given a good reason.
So the reader
settles
himself for a
pleasant hour, following Bill and his pals
through their adventure.
Notice how a "plot" has been injected into the camping story. It is fun to camp;
but a story dealing with an average camping
trip, with no added adventure,would prove a
bit tiresome and uninteresting. To build a
real story we bring in adventure; and this
adventure may be hunting dangerous game or
undergoing hazardous experiences or whatever the author wills. But there must be an
adventure (dramatic) fabric to the story to
create suspense.
Study your proposed story carefully. Get
something into your opening paragraphs that
will hold the interest. Never make a reader
feel he's got to w,:1.de through a lot of detail to get to your story. Give him as
little detail as possible. As I say, it is
sometimes best to give him too little
rather than too much. Get to your story
quickly. Am I talking from experience?
I' 11 say ! I wish some of the "doubters"
could see what has happened to the beginning of my stories when I get a "wordyti
spell. It pricks the vanity sometimes to
have one's stories cut up.
The fine thing
is that we in time get over being "wordy",
We come to realize more what editors and
readers want, and our success as writers
becomes that much more certain.
It may be that the initial paragraph of
THE MIND-MASTER will suggest how interest
can be crowded into an opening paragraph.
As
it
is
distinctly
unusual for a
person to swallow
a frog, the reader
wants to know
what
it's
all about.
And the
introduction
of
the colored
lady suggests
possible
comedy.
Right
away the reader feels the urge to read
further.
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"Just
the
PADDY Gorbett won't I I I
feel
same
I
I I I
damage
us I I I
I I I uneasy. Wish
none if we're I I I
A SEQUEL TO "THE ROSE-COLORED CAT",
I I I I knew What
about I I I
slick
AS FEATURED IN THE AMERICAN BOY.
I I I her idea is.''
it;"
says L.J L----were
Edward Edson Lee
We
.J L.J
Scoop.
"We
soon to find
can manage to get away from here without out. That afternoon Old Doc brought out
him knowing it. We'll make a noise and at- from ·town a whole armful of books---copy
tract him to the front of the house. The'n books and spelling books and arithmetics
two of us can sneak out the back way and go and geographies and everything.
to the cave, like I said. Shucks! Nothing , We were pretty sick when we saw all those
so risky about that."
books; but we were a whole lot sicker ·when
"It looks risky to me," says Peg.
Old Doc lined us up in Miss Gardner's room.
"If we're ~~ing to get a lot ·of money we She was sitting Up in bed, with a pillow at
can afford to take a few chances," says her back, just as bossy-looking as ever.
Scoop.
"Now, boys, take your seats," says she, ·
"You think we will get the money?"
pointing to where four chairs were lined up
''Why not? The detective as much as told close to her bed.
us it was worth ten thousand dollars to him
"What's the idea?" says Scoop, wild-eyed.
to get his hands on the twins. We have 'em
"I'~ going to help you boys with your
where he ain't likely to get 'em . All we've lessons, so you won t get behind •in your
got to do is to find out what HE knows and class9s," says she.
"First, we'll take up
the rest '11 be easy."
geography. Tufn to page sixty-seven and
That noon Miss Gardner almost choked to give the products of Mexico."
death on a piece of egg . sheil. She insisI c~n't describe · our feelings at that
ted on sitting up in bed, so we let her. We moment ~
You'll just have to use your
didn't argue the matter, because we figured imagination.
if she got worse and died no one would be
CHAPTER ELEVEN
to blame but herself.
"You boys seem to
be getting along
E PUT in a miserable afternoon. I'll
nicely," says she in her · put-on way---just
never forget it as long as I live.
like she was getting up a program and Afterwards, when I told Mother about it she
wanted us to speak a piece.
laughed. So did Dad. They seemed to think
''Oh, we expect to recover, all right," it was funny. It wasn't a laughing matter
says Scoop easily.
to us fellows, though. I'll say not!
Miss _Gardner kept us cooped up in h~r
"I suppose you miss your books?"
"Oh, sure," says Scoop, giving us the room until after four o'clock. We had to
wink.
It was the truth: We missed them, sit there like ninnies and recite our leibut it was a happy miss'.
sons; and all the while we were adding and
"It's too bad to have your school work subtracting and telling about the boundary
disrupted in this way," sa;ys she.
lines of oceans and things we ·were thinking
"Ain't it a fact," says Scoop,twisting up about the other kids who were running all
his face to keep from laughing right out. A over town having a good time.
lot we cared how much our school work was
The thing that unnerved us the most was
the possibility of the twins letting out a
"di _srupted", as she called it.
''Maybe I can help you, " says she, begin- yell. They were sleeping on some sofa pillows back of the piano.
ning to look businesslike.
I don't know what
"What.' s that?" says Scoop quickly.
we would have done had they awakened while
"An idea just occured to me," says she. we were in Miss Gardner's room. I guess,
"Let me think it over. Later on I'll tell though, it would have been up to one of us
to throw a fit, the better to give Red a
you all about it."
When we were in the hall Scoop turned to chance to beat it out of the room to take
care of them.
me with an anxious look.
"I'm suspicious of her ideas," says he.
When the clock struck four-thirty she
"When she gets an idea one of us usually told us we could put our books aside for
the day. Then we beat it down the stairs.
gets flogged."
Gee,
"She's sick and can't flog us," says I.
we were sore!
Peg said we ought to
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think up some scheme for getting rid of the
books, but we didn't have a chance to do
much thinking. It was time to start supper
and medicine time for ~larence and the detective. We got busy.
Scoop was keen for finding out all he
could from the detective, so he showed Peg
how to stir the potatoes to keep them from
burning and he and I skinned upstairs.
"I've got a scheme for pumping the fellow, Jerry," says he.
"Good!'' says I.
"We'll pretend we've been talking with
the man and woman," says he.
"But we haven't," says I.
"Won't we be
telling a lie?"
Scoop scratched his head thoughtfully.
Then he brightened.
"I guess it's all right to stretch the
truth when you're doing detective work,"
says he. "A detective doesn't hesitate over
a little thing like that.
Why, every time
he puts on a disguise he pretends something
that isn't true. We're detectives now. So
we've got a right to pretend.
Of course I
won't pretend any more than is necessary."
"Al 1 right," says I, following· him into
number six.
I could see he had the right
idea. 'If we could bring a criminal to justice it would be all right for us to make
up almost any· kind of a story. In this case
we had two criminals to consider: the man
and the woman.
"What do you want?" says the detective
sourly,the minute we stepped into his room.
"Maybe we got some information that'll
interest you," says Scoop, .acting sort of
mysterious.
"What kind of information?" says he,
looking at us sharply,
"About the man and woman you mentioned
yesterday," says Scoop.
"What man and woman?"
"The ones we saw in Simmons Cave."
"What about 'em?"
"They're pretty much interested in you,
I guess."
"How do you get that idea?"
"Why, from the way they acted when they
called here with the twins last night."
The detective gave a violent start.
"Have they been here?" says he excitedly.
"Last night," says Scoop, which was the
truth.
"Why didn't you tell me about it before
this?" says the detective.
"I reckon they weren't anxious - to have
you know about it," says Scoop.
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''They knew I was here?''
"They must have been pretty certain about
that, don't you think? Otherwise what would
have been their object in calling here?"
The detectiv9 iegarded Scoop narrowly.
''Did they tell you who I am?'' says he.
"I know who you are, all right," says
Scoop. "Instead of being a preacher like
you said, you're a detective; and your name
is Mr. Briggs,"
"And they had the twins with 'em?"
''Yes," says Scoop. "They left the twins
with us for a spell, and we fed . 'em some
milk. I reckon the man and woman are ready
to split the money with you fifty-fifty if
you say the word."
"The nerve of 'em!" says the detective
with a gasp.
"You can let 'em know to-night," says
Scoop.
"What do you mean?"
"Well, if you want to split the money
fifty-fifty, put a lamp in your window tonight between eleven and twelve o'clock.
That'll be the signal that you're willing."
"Yes, go on,·" says the detective, J eaning
forward eagerly.
"Then you can give their share of the
money to one of us fellows. We'll go to
Colonel Griffin's pasture and leave the
money near the big oak tree. Then you'll
likely get immediate possession of the
twins.''
At this point the man laughed nervously.
"I guess they'll have a nice long wait if
they expect me to send any money out to
'em," says he.
''You probably know where to get it," says
Scoop.
"Maybe I do and maybe I don't."
"If you haven't got it you can telegrap~
for it."
''Telegraph where?"
"Maybe to. the same place you telegraphed
before."
"Did they "know about ·the telegram I sent
the morning .I was brought here?" says the
detective.
Scoop's eyes eyes were dancing.
"They know a lot of things," says he.
"You write down what you want to go in the
telegram and we'll see it gets down to the
telegraph office."
A suspicious look flashed across the detective's face. I knew right away Scoop had
missed connections.
"Go chase yourself," says the man with a
scowl. "They must be nutty, ( See page 13. )
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or they imagine I
"That's probabam. Split fifty- I
ly
it,"says Scoop.
I
fifty?
Not so L.J
L.J "It looks to me as
you notice it, I
(Continued from page 11.)
though the woman
won't.
I'll be
was scared the deout of here before very many hours. Then tective would get the twins away_from her;
I'll show 'em I know how to get what I go and wanting to prevent that,she got 'em out
after. They've given me the slip so far, of his reach, so she thought, by dropping
but they won't be able to do it much lon- 'em on our door-step."
ger. I've got 'em scared, or they wouldn't
"And _you think she's hiding in the cave?"
come whining around here wanting me to
"I'm thinking that could be the case. In
split with 'em. The crooks! Split nothin' ! the note she mentioned she'd be back to
I've put in two -weeks of my own time on claim the twins. That would indicate she's
this job and there ain't going to be no in the neighborhoo d. Where else would she
splitting. Get that?''
be more ·likely to conceal herseJ f than in
Scoop was so excited over the way he had the cave? Anyway, we'll go out there topumped the detective that when we were back . night and find out. And when Old Doc shows
in the kitchen he · hopped around, snapping up we'll pump him about the telegram that
his fingers.
the detective aent the morning he was
"We're getting warmer all the time, fel- brought here. That was last Saturday. As
lows," says he, his eyes sparkling. Peg I see it, fellows, the telegram is a mighty
stood stirring the potatoes. Red was bal- important clue."
anced on the edge of a chair with a baby
We were all excited over the trip to the
on each knee. He was having a lot of fun cave. Scoop and I drew the two short
jiggling them up and down.
_straws. It was arranged that Red was to
"Do you know what I think-," says I take care of the twins and Peg promised to
thoughtfull y.
keep an eye on the detect!v~.
"What?" says Scoop.
__ When it bega~ :to get dark the man · go·t up
"I think the detective is a bigger crook and dressed. To play safe we locked his than either the man or the woman. He looks door on the hall side. He wasn't very sick,
it and acts it.
Besides, he told us right and it was plain that he could easily take
out he's working this job, as he calls it, care of himself if he had a chance to slip
on his own time. I'll bet he's scheming to away from the pest house.
get a· reward or ransom or something."
''It's a cinch he's getting ready to beat
"You may be right," says Scoop. "And if it," says Scoop.
you ARE right, I'd be willing to gamble the
"He may think he is, but he won't ge·t a
ransom has something to do with the twins." chance," says Peg, looki_ng grim.
"Just
"Maybe they don't belong to the man and leave him to me, fellows. If he ·tries to
woman at a11 ·," says Peg.
"Maybe they've pass by me he'll get a wallop over the bean
been kidnapped and the man and woman are that he won't forget for a day or two. ·
the kidnappers. That would explain a lot of I' 11 stop him!"
things that aren't very clear to us right
"More than likely he thinks the man and now, fellows.''
woman will be hanging
around over in
"Yes, and it would make one thing a whole Colonel Griffin's pasture near the big oak
lot harder to explain," says Scoop .. "If the .tree . watching fqr him to give t~e signal.
man and woman are kidnappers., and the detec- . He swallowed that b~nk, all right. And I
tive is trailing 'em to get possession of wouldn't be a bit s~~prised that between
the twins, why is he doing it on his.. own eleven and twelve o'clock we'll find a
time? That's just another way of saying light in his window. We'll watch and see."
he's trailing 'em on the sly; and, as Jerry , It w~s pretty late when Scoop and I got
says, it sort of points out that he's up to ready to go to the cave. Paddy G~rbett was
some crooked work. And if the man and woman out in front. To keep him there Peg went
really did kidnap the twins, and have been out on the porch and talked with him while
trying to keep 'em out of the detective's Red hammered on the piano. We knew Paddy
reach, why did they leave 'em here at the would kick on the noise. While h9 was
pest house,under his very- nose,as it were?" threatening to come in and clean up on Red,
"Maybe they didn't know about the detec- Scoop and I could easily make our get-away
tive being here," says Peg.
through the kitchen door.
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"Now's our chance," says _Scoop.
within sight of the cave we saw ahead of us
we slipped out the flicker -of a - camp fire. - We crept up ·
With hardly a sound
through the back do9r ~nd _s_c ooted through without. a sound. ---Sure enougl:i, the man arid
th~ -tai1 ·· 6!,ass to the bo~rd fence that woman were -there. ~The ·woman sat c1ose ·to
separates the pest house from the pasture. the fire, her chin resting in her hands,her·
In~ - jiffy we were over the fence and eloows on her knees. She looked tired and
beating it for the railroad track.
worn-out. The man, as on the previous occa.sion, was walking back and forth behind the
CHAPTER TWELVE
fire, smoking his pipe.
ALF way across the pasture we dropped
"Down!" says Scoop, and we dropped on to ···
on to the grass to g~t our wind.
our stomachs just outside the entrance.
i'What time was it when w.e left, Jerry?"
"What are we going to do?" says I in a
says .. Scoop.
.
whisper.
'
"We' 11 lay here for a few moments and
"Pr-et ty close to 'leven," says I.
,·,we' 11 wait here a few moments," says he, listen," says he. "Maybe we' 11 firid out
"and watch the window of number six. Unless something important."
I'm mistaken we'll see something."
The man and woman didn't seem to have
Sure . enough, as we lay there a. light much to say to each other. He kept walking
ap~eared i~ the window o~ the detective's back and forth, his shoes grinding on th~
room.
sandy floor of the cave as he made the
Sco~p took_hold of my arm excitedly.
turns. After a bit the woman gave a deep
"It's · the signal, Jerry," says he.
sigh and says:
"I_f h_e. _thinks he's . signaling to the man
"What . time is it now?"
and woman it won't do him no good," says I.
The man leaned close to the fire and
"But he doesn't know that," says Scoop. looked at his watch.
He via.a thoughtful for a moment, then said
"Eleven-thirty," says he shortly.
slowly: "I wonder what his game is,anyway?''
''An hour and a half more," says the woman
"Maybe the light is a bait," says I. "He wearily. "It's been a long wait."
probab~y f_~gures ~o ke~p the man and woman
"I' 11 be glad when-- i t 's ov-er with, .... saya-han~~~g a~ou~d .t~~ oak t~ee while he ma~es the man with a growl. "If I had known ·1n :
his __e~?ape_from the pest house and sneaks the first place what- was going to happen I ~
never would have consented.
Wi t'h that-'
up on 'em."
"I'll bet that's it," says Scoop. "But blamed detective hot on our trail I almost ·~
he'll find it won't work. In the first feel like a crook. I can't get away from ·
place, even if he does get out of the pest the idea that he'll catch us yet."
house, he won't find the man and woman near
"But he won't get the babies," says ·the ··
the oak t-ree.
In the s~cq_nd place, he woman quickly. - "We've placed them ·where
doesn't stand a ghost . of _a _show of getting they'll be-- out--of his reach."
-- ···· ·
They quit - talking then.
Aftsr a bit
out~ - - ·tr he -fries it t;tro1,1gh the window,
Paddy Gorbet~-'_p __ f il,l tim full of bi rd- Scoop pinched my arm and we -crawled ·ba;ck ·
shot. His door is locked on the hall side, out of hearing ~-so he can't . get_ out of his room without
"We've got to do something," says he.
breaking down the door. By that time I
''What' 11 we do?" says I.
I was · game for ' ·
guess Peg'll have beaned him with a clue. anything.
He'll be right there in number six when we
"Let's get busy and think. 11
get ?~ck, I'll gamble on that."
I was still thinking just as hard as I
We jumped the creek and hurried_ alQpg .could, without getting · anywhere, when he
toward Simmons Cave. It was awfully spo,oky._ snapped .his -fingers excitedly.
---dark and sort of still.- :like. When we
"I've got a dandy scheme, Jerry.-"
left the railroad track and cut through the
"Spill it," says I eagerly.
woods we could hear winged things dip down
''We'll pretend we're tramps and fake up a
and pass close to our heads. An old owl hard-luck story. Guess it'll be all right
didn't want us in the woods and hooted re- for us to pretend as long as we're detecsentfully .- Bullfrogs _ croaked in a pond in ti ves and trailing desperate criminals."
. :~. 'the ravine. · Once I -· stepped on something
"But tramps are men," says . I.
:· - t.hat .wiggled. Scoop· said it probably was a
"I guess there · are boy tramps. That's
toad. I knew better. It was a · snake.
what we'll be."
(See page 20.)
When we rounded Name-Rock hill and came
"And then what?" says I.
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CHRISTMAS

L.J

UP WITH YOUR HANDS

L.J

QUICK!

is Coming

That was the rough-voiced command that Ted
overheard as he came into the government warehouse where his father was care-taker. He gasped
at sight of four villainous-looking men holding
up his father and the other warehouse men with
guns. Quickly he dropped behind a packing case.
For a moment he was frightened. Then, as he
saw his father and assistants bound and gagged,
a manly determination came to him to turn the
tables on these thieves who were planning to get
away with a truck load of valuable government
supplies.
But how was he to do this? The country warehouse was located in a lon9ly spot, beyond police
protection. He thought of the nearby city. If . he
could get word to the police department there----

You will want lots
of your photos to
send in your Christmas mail. Our large
STAMP PHOTOS
are wonders----they
please all the boys.
Made from any good
photo, and you get
25 for
only 50¢.
Now, boys, just to
get acquainted, will
give you a big package
of
Christmas
post cards,booklets,
tags,
seals
and
stickers, and also a
book of money-making
secrets,tricks,jokes
and valuable hints.
All the above FREE
with your first order for stamp photos
if you mention BOY
PARTNERS.
No two
sets to same boy.

HIS

WIRELESS!

That was the thought
that flashed into Ted's
mind. But he dared not
move from his hiding
place ti 11 the thieves
had loaded their truck
and drove away. Then he
ran to his "wireless"
room and soon his appeal for police help
vibrated
through the

air. Five minutes later
a car of armed officers
were on their way. With
so timely a warning, it
was no trick for them to
overtake the
heavilyloaded
truck.
The
thieves were arrested;
himself to
Ted found
be a fourteen-year-old
hero.

P I KE S T UDI 0
Box B-P,
Waverly, Ohio.

The United States government is right now
encouraging boys to study wireless as Arnateur Operators, realizing that the Amateurs
of to-day will be the high-salaried, topnotch operators of to-morrow.
The government wants boys everywhere to "pick up" its
broadcasted messages on news, time, crops,
weather reports.

L------·-----..1

-------------Boys! Hereyare!!
Just the monthly you
have been looking for.
Full of pep and everything. 10,000 circulation. Big size. $1.00
a year.
Sample 10¢.
Write to-day.

THE

MONTHLY
CHAT,
Chat Bldg.,
366 West 120th St.,
New York, N.Y.

r,
I

Will YOU be the boy
in YOUR town that Uncle
Sam is looking for? Why
not? If you think you
need to spend a lot of
money to install a little wireless set like
Ted's,you're wrong. Why
you can do practically

C. K. Dodge,

I
I
I
I

I.

I
I
I

all the work yourself! I
can tell you how.
I will help you get
started in wireless and
will teach you the Continental Code (the first
step)without interfering
with your school work.
Write to-day-send stamp.
MAMARoNEcK,

NEw YoRK.

r,1
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L.J There's Spizzirinctum---Pep---in L.J
THE FLORIDA SCOUT

i}·:

THE SOUTH'S FOREMOST BOYS' MAGAZINE

$2.30 IN BOOKS, NOVELTIES AND MAGAZINE
FOR ONLY 50¢ .

"The Florida Scout" is a real boys' mag'
And the kind of a mag' you'll like
With stories, poems, and many a tale
Of a camping trip or a hike.
It's the kind of a mag' that's "fulla pep"
As our old Pal Jake would say.
It holds your interest from month to month;
It's a credit to the LSA!
---spiels Grant McBeath.
SAMPLE FREE

35¢ YEAR
16 PAGES MONTHLY

r, - I

The Florida Scout, - - ,-,
SANFORD, FLORIDA.

I

L--------------------------~

--------------------SPECIAL ISSUE
A special issue of THE TEXAS SCOUT will appear November 1st. "The Wreck of Eagle II" by
Floyd L.Brown---a serial story you will not
forget---and "Game to the End" by Herman
Gottlieb are the feature stories.

Small Stock Department
THE TEXAS SCOUT carries a regular Small
Stock Department conducted by the celebrated
rabbit and poultry man, Dr.C.S.Tisdale whose
articles appear in "Rabbit-Craft'', "Outdoor
Enterprise" and other , small stock magazines.
P.E.Hawkins,Secy, of the National Belgian Hare
Club of America is a regular contributor.
The subscription price of THE TEXAS SCOUT is
only 50¢ a year. Any boy can spare 50¢. If you
send us THREE yearly subscriptions we'll mail
you the magazine a year FREE. We want a boy
in each town to solicit for us. We pay our
agents a good commission. Here is your chance
to make some monsy. Write NOW for particulars.

The Texas · Scout Publishers,
Dept. E, 4235 Newton, Dallas, Texas.

-----------------~----

BARGAIN!

1 year's subscription to THE STAR
monthly, full of
pep and news _ $1.00
.10
1 eight game sheet
bible
1 smallest
.15
on earth and
15 postcards
.10
views
Fads
Photo
1 book
.25
and Camera Kinks
.10
l Swiss bird call
6 card tricks and
.25
sample card
1 rubber stamp in.10
structions
my
Your name on
mailing list one
.25
year
Total

$2.30

Any of the above can be
bought separately or all
at the
time
at one
special price of 50¢.
T E RRY R E NNA
926 W. Oak St., Taylor, Pa.

------------.------------Printing
Quality

100 LETTERHEADS
and
100 ENVELOPES

$1.20
We do other printing.
Write for complete list.

The Missouri Press,
Box 211,
JEFFERSON CITY,MISSOURI.

--------------
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With Trevor Taylor

- . - . - . - . - . - . - - . ~. - --•-

Being a column of f~n, prepared
by Trevor Taylor,
79 Montague
Place, Montclair, New Jersey.

$26.50 IN A SINGLE DAY!
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OH, BOY!

:.,

EASY .MONEY!

After much
wailing, and
That is what John Wayne earned applying ·o ur
groans,and gnashing of teeth
monograms : to ·automobiles , trunk~i etc~ =
.
I have finally rounded up
YOU can. ~o ._ the same =with ., a•·· very small exp·e ndiall my contributor s · for a
ture, for . our . No,_,_ l :. · Sp~cial Outflt· cbsts · but
public scrutiny.
$2. 50. With ·this_ you. ·c·a n eairn- $25:·: 00 c'lear pr.o f ft. ·.
Alexand'er Moore of Ki tan- .
Write to-day for · furthe-r ".[:>artictilars. · · ... ·
rring, Pa., is the very first
victim. Alex will be known
. Cassisaniait Advertising -Agenc-y,
by the pen name of "Apples" .
.. ... __ RED 10.DGE 1 ---MOWI'ANA-. ·
.
hereafter. Next on the pro- __ __ ·... .. ·
· -~.
.
.
.
.
gram is Jo$eph M. Koren of
Byseville, (Did I spell it

- ··- ·-· _. ...... - - - - ·r-~---:-•-~~~,-_~ , . tr ---_-.~•~-----,
-•

:~i~\ea;
~~P~~!e/~~~• ti~~~ I
of "A. Nutt". Two steps .to . I
0

the right we discover John
Misick of Vanport, Pa., and
right after him comes Walter
Steigleman of Highspire, in
the same state. Walt will be
"Walt" to us l1encefortl'L After taking a deep breath we
find that Ottly Brooks of
Westport, Pa. , and Wi 1ton M.
Garrison of Easley, s.c. ,are
the next in line. Then comes
the mysterious
but noble
''PD Q" who has sent 1n mariy
·contri bs, but no name or address.
Now that they' re named,
I'll ·show you the work that
they send in. "Apples" sent
in the following ditty:
Nice little boy,
Brand new sled.
Pole on the hill-Now he's in bed!
"A.Nutt" spent two cent's
o'n this-a real ad from Ohio:
WANTED: Stenographe r and
typewriter, either man or
woman.
"The saddest
words
of
tongue or pen,
Are: Will my contrib appear, and when?"
Since my space begins to
draw to a close, I'll continue ·the exhibits·• in
my
next.

APPROVALS
---~~ ---

1- 1: -- Silver

Eagle--

I :: I.:,.
I My approvals are I I
--- Tribune --..,.
I made up with good I I
I clean copies of big•" I I We have a~ circulation
I and little stamps I I of 400 copies monthly.
1... from .all over the I I Six or more pages
I world .! Why not .;try . ~ 1·,I . check · full · · of - dandy
-,
them? Send a refer- .~•··1 · I reading
matter · e~ch
I ence and t eceive -~ I I •issue. Contribut~-~ ~et
I premium.
Prompt ·,.
I · I place on : our stl:i.ff_ and
I courteous treatment ·. I I win dandy ·.prizes'",":·.Four .
I to .all.
I I = months, only 10¢.
I
I I
·· · ,· ~,,. ·

I
I
I

1

•

Royal Vankirk, ·- I .., Meredith Kinsman
2527 Kings_l?,ury Road,
LAPORTE, INDIANA.

. J:_-I --':

I I ·. --

1

·-

·EdHor, GILLETT,·--P-A ...

L----- •----~ -.J •L--~-----~~-~-..1

- - - ...... - ..... - . ·- - . - . - .-

. .,;.

50'¢ THE YEAR

..

..

· 25¢ HALF ·YEAR

THE .PERISCOPE . --,-._ --.-----

... .

~

: l

)

~

•

THE. BEST~AND .MO.ST I1LUSTRATED
TRIBE PAPER: IN.. SCGUTDOM
Three stories, fourteen · articles on topics·
of all sorts, pictures and cartoons galore,
a whole page :of editorials, and a page of
scouting news---.that 's ~ what the November -issue of THE PERISCOPE . ccintains; · and, ye&~ ··
it is almost _as .large ·. as . "Lone .Scout" ·now!-· ..

Jim

Mc-v~ugau; Lss,

1215
29th Ave,;- SAN FRANCISCO., ..CALIFORNIA.

- . - - -·-·- ·-·-· - . - . .... . .
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NEW DISPLAY RATE

CLASSIFIED ADS

The rate for advertising under this
heading is two cents per word. Each
initial or group of figures counts as
one word, and the name and address
must be counted.

The display _advertising rate has
been placed at $15.00 the full page;
50¢ the column inch, There is a limi~
of 20 words to the itich, except where
advertiser provides plates.

1
I
I
I
I
I

-------------------..1
L----------------------•@llla .......... __, r------------,
r---r-----------,
I '

FOR SALE

I I

·L------------..1
STEVENS 22 CALIBER SINGLEshot pistol for · sale. Eightin~h _b a~rel. Good condition.
Write Victor Samsel,Box 117,
Eas~ Berlin', Conn. BLICK TYPEWRITER FOR SALE.
Sellers,
Flemon
$8.00.
Oilton, Okla.
A BARGAIN IN TYPEWRITERS.
L.C.
Oliver No. 3, $25.00;
Smith No. 2, $45,00; Remington No,lo, · $50.00; L.C.Smith
No. 5, $42.50; Royal No. 10,
$66.50. All visibles and in
You
excellent condition.
succeed
to
fellows who want
and
contributing
· in the
writing game, here is your
chance to get a standardmake,professional typewriter
at a cut rate. Typewritten
manuscripts are always given
Fred
preferred attention.
Kosel, 412 W. Foster Ave.,
State College, Pa.

BACK COPIES OF "BOYS' -LIFE"
and "American Boy" for sale.
Adrian
Send for prices.
Juls, _Jackson, Mo,
100 "LONE SCOUTS" FOR SALE.
All different. $4.50. Monroe
Bohannon, Maud, Okla.
FOR SALE! THOSE ARE WORDS
that work magic, sometimes.
Our wants are many; and when
we see FOR SALE we pause and
find out what it is that is
for sale, because w~ feel it
may be just what we need.

MISCELLANEOUS

I I

L------------..1

PUBLICATIONS

I

L-----------..J

SIX DANDY TRIBE
A BRAND NEW SPECIAL!
WILL TRADE
$20.00 snappy tenor banjo papers, 10¢. Gilson Wright,
and a $10.00 Correspondence 701 Center St., Lima, Ohio.
for a · - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - Course of lessons
GOOD orchestra snare .. drum "SUNNY SIDE," THE ONLY TYPEand stand---or will sell for written periodical out. 30¢
$15.00 cash. A real bargain. a year. If you like my IMA
LYRE stories, you'll like my
Harold Neal, Needah, Wisc.
own little magazine--"Sunny
MAKING S~TS, Side." Flemon Sell 9rs, OilINDIAN FIRE
Arrow heads, 25~. ton, Okla.
$1.00.
Send six cents in stamps for
Indian goods, "BOOSTER SCOUT." TRIAL,FIVE
catalog on
geological months,10¢. Philip Kjaglien,
and
minerals
specimens. Indiancraft Pro- Milica, Minn.
duction Co., 466 Connecticut
10¢.
St., Buffalo,N.Y. Dept. 102. SEVEN TRIBE PAPERS,
George Compton, Lapeer,Mich.
BOYS! GET THE IMPERIAL GAME
pack. It contains over 20 SUBSCRIBE! YOU'LL LIKE "THE
games--Chess, Checkers, Nine Blue Bird Tribune", 20¢ for
10¢ for six
Price is a whole year;
Men Morris, etc.
two dimes, or three for 40¢. months; sample, 2¢. Flemon
Sell two to your friends and Sene·rs, whose IMA LYRE storget yours free. C.$.Picker- ies are making such a hit,
ing,441 Kennedy Ave., Johns- writes for the "Tribune."
Soon to appear, "How I Went ,
town, Pa.
Summer With
Camping Last
Mr. Lee
SCOUTS, JOIN "THE FOREIGN Edward Edson Lee."
Mail Tribe." Boosters' cer- writes professional stories
tificates awarded for get- for "The American Boy", and
ting five new members. State while we were camping he
of our
Deputies appointed. Member- told the members
ADVERTISING
about
ship fee,5¢. Join. Gallitzin tribe
Route 2, ANDY, the big serial he was
Duman, President,
writing, which will begin in
Box 52, Ebensburg, Pa.
the January "American Boy."
RUPERT Maybe you would like to know
PRINTING,
QUALITY
how a professional writer
Hicks, Brent, Alabama.
acts when he gets out with a
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING FOR scout tribe. You won't want
sale---old magazines, tribe to miss this. Write Franklyn
papers, athletic equipment, Lee Smith Route 29,Box 112,
books-try a BOY PARTNERS ad. Beloit, Wisc.

BOY

"SNAPSHOTS."
THE PHOTOGrapher's pal. Photos, stories,article s--all the latest
in photography . The magazine
you're looking for. Eight
issues, 25¢. Philip Mosher,
Vineyard Haven, Mass.

. PARTNE RS
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FOUN D!

LIKE TRIANGULAR STAMPS? TO
A paper for Amateur
introduce
our
"Sudden
Journalists .
Service" Approvals,
we'll
send triangular Fiume, set
THE CUB REPORTER
"LONE SCOUT REVIEW." 5¢ PER China ships,
large $1.00
year.
Subscribe.
Wallace United States revenue, also
Contains
inspiring
Huibregtse, Oostburg, Wisc.
packet 50 foreign,mil limetre
articles
on Jourscale, perforation
gauge,
nalism.
Among the
"SCOUT COUNQIL." AN UNUSUAL ruler and bargain lists--for
other
features in
Scout
magazine, with
an only 9¢!
Fennell Stamp
the November issue
illustrative service. Six- Company,
Dept. E, Fuller_is the big Contest
teen 6 x 9 pages monthly. ton Building,
St. Louis,
Department.
A few December features are: Missouri.
"Winners of the West", "Man
25¢ annually;
of Might",
"Interview of STAMPS! ALL DIFFERENT. 200 ,
15¢ semi-annual ly,
Edward Edson Lee", Collector 25¢; 300, 50¢; 500, $1.00;
Fads, Motion Picture Depart- 1,000, $3.00.
Fred Onken,
JOHN D. ACKERMAN,
ment.
Oh, boy, it differs 630 79th St., Brooklyn,N.Y.
Publisher,
from the rest!
25¢ for six
1047 Ogden Avenue,
months. Erwin Loerke,Raci ne STAMPS! 25 DIFFERENT FREE TO
. New York, N.Y. St., Janesville, Wisc.
approval applicants. K~nneth _L _____ - _____ _.
White, Rockville, Conn~
"BOY PARTNERS" MAY NOT BE - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ the biggest and best amateur 20 DIFFERENT
STAMPS FROM
publication for boys, but we Portugal,
Germany, Japan,
Pet Stock World
feel we are one of the big- etc,, with
high
------grade
gest,and a good many hundred approvals at 50% discount. ¥- One year . . .
40¢ ¥~oy subscribers have told us Postage, 2¢.
Mention "Boy ¥- Six months . .
25¢ ¥and continue to tell us that Partners." Joseph Marcavage ,_ ¥- Ads . . $1.00 per inch¥we are one of the best. If Box 156, Gilberton, Pa.
¥ Classified,2 ¢ per word. ¥you are interested in ama- --- - - - -- - - - - - - ¥Write to-day,
•
teur publication s,if you are STAMPS OF THE BETTER CLASS! ..
¥
interested in seeing what 110 different, 20¢; 150 dif- ¥- HENRY BAUMANN, LSD,LSB, ¥boy writers can do in the · ferent, 25¢;
500 finely ¥Mendota,Ill inois.
¥way of writing stories that assorted, 25¢;
approvals! _,...
*
earn high editorial approval Raymond Van Auken, Pleasant
you will want to make "Boy Lake, Ind.
Partners" your pal for a
long time to come.
''Boy
You Know---Partners"is a strictly quality ma.gazine.
It publishes
Scout Printing
That BOY PARTNERS is
only
clean, inspiration al
in its seventh successstories. You will find no
Association
ful month?
long-winded "editorials ." We
That we have met all
don't publish articles tellMembership includes
our obligations , paid
ing how to make a fiddle out
subscription to "The
one di yidend·, and wi 11
of an old shoe!
We print
Signal."
A live
pay another one this
stories, good stories, funny
monthly.
For full
month?
stories, stories that ring
particulars writ9:
That we are GROWING
true. That our editor is a
-- SCOUT PRINTING -daily?
contributor to "The American
ASSOCIATION,
That we provide -just
Boy," is evidence, we feel,
1503 Fourth Ave.,
th~ right ~rganization
that we can be relied upon
Charle~ton, West Va.
for LIVE-WIRES?
to select good material.

.!

*···· · ¥¥-¥***

!.

____*_
• * *______
* * *****
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THERE ARE WONDERFl)L OPPORTUNITIES

1

FOR
DVERTISING

IN -

YOU
is

one

of the greatest

forces in business; and so diversiA
fied are its applications that each and
every hour of our lives are effected by
advertising.
Advertising provides a means for the
other fellow to tell us about a new
breakfast food of his contrivance, so
we start eating corn flakes. Could You
imagine a breakfast food called "Pumpkin Flakes?" Well, i_f there WAS such a
food, it never would "sell" if the men
putting it out didn't advertise and
tell us WHY it was good and WHY we
should eat it. It would take more than
one ad to do that. The first ad would
only interest us. But if the advertising appeared CONSISTENTLY we in time
would get the feeling that "Pumpkin
Flakes" did possess exceptional food
qualities, and we would serve the new
food on our own breakfast table.
BOY PARTNERS provides an advertising
medium that recognizes no superior in

ADVERTISING -

II

I
the "boy" amateur publication field.
I
And if you have a little business of
your own---stamps, printing, exchange:-·- -r
amateur publication, scout tribe, any - ,I
kind of a business in fact---if you
I
have such a business and want it to
I
GROW, you should investigate the pullI
ing power of BOY PARTNERS. But don't
I
make the mistake ~f thinking that a
I
one-time ad will produce the returns
I
to
something
have
you
you desire. If·
I
sell like old magazines, a one-time ad
may turn the trick. But if you are
promoting a business, forget about the
one-time ad and divide the money you
plan to invest in advertising so that
you have a consistent campaign. Just
as you would look with doubt on the
initial "Pumpkin Flakes" ad, so also
will boys reading YOUR first ad have a
certain amount of doubt. They will feel
you are just "trying out" something--and they will BELIEVE in you only when
they see your ad again and again.
.I

L------------~---------------------------~
Troubles in Doubles
(Continued from page

14.)

"We'll sorta make it up as
we go along," says he. "It
won't be hard. Just leave it
to me, Jerry."
Tramps are usually dirty
and pretty greasy, and wanting to look like the real
thing we beat it back to the
railroad track. Here we got
some packing from an axle
box on a flat car and rubbed
streaks on our faces and
hands. Then we started back
. to "the ·-·c ave.
When we were close to the
cave Scoop began talking out
loud, so the ·man and woman
would hear us coming.
"We'li hide in the .cave,
Pete is my
Pete," says he.
name.
"pirate"

"Who are you?" says he ·
"What cave, Red Eye?" says
suspiciously.
"pirate"
Scoop's
is
I. That
''Don't shoot, Mr. Constaname.
"There's a cave up here in ble," says Scoop.
"I'm not a constable. Get
''The
th~ rocks," says he.
constable'll never think to up,
We got up.
look for us in a cave."
''I'm awfully glad, mi·s-t-er,
I.
says
are,"
you
"Right
not a constable," ·
you're
"We were lucky to break
out of jail so easy" says says Scoop.
The man looked us over,
he. "It's a goQd thing I had
my saw along to saw the iron then gave an exclamation of
He stopped suddenly surprise.
bars."
"Why, you're nothing but
and took hold of my arm.
says he.
kids!"
"Good heavens, Pete! There's
says
tramping,"
"We're
Maybe
someone in the cave.
..._ .. ___ __ ....
it's the constable. Dr_o.12_.:t,_9 ____ S.cQ.OP. ._. .
"Where you from?''
the ground before he fills
"Don't send us back," says
our hides with bullets."
We dropped flat on our Scoop,acting scared. "If you
stomachs and lay perfectly ~o he'll likely beat us and
Pretty soon, as we club us."
still.
had expected, the man came
To be continued in the
cautiously from the cave and
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.crossed to where we were.
II

